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How It Works

Bitcoin and other notable “cryptocurrencies” 
have been making headlines in the financial 
news lately, but the “crypto” part may have a 
lot of people puzzled. This paper discusses the 
technology and theory that drives 
cryptocurrencies: the blockchain. All blockchain 
technology is built on the ability to pose 
puzzles that are difficult to solve, but extremely 
easy (and fast!) to verify. 

The fundamental idea of blockchains is exactly 
what the word sounds like- a sequence of 
blocks, linked together to form a chain. But 
blocks of what, linked together how? The first 
question is easy to answer- it is simply a block 
of any information that the web of 
interconnected blockchain participants (each 
participant known formally as a node) would 
like to record in public, -at least, public to the 
blockchain network, if not necessarily literally 
the whole world- and permanently. The non-
specificity of the block is the source of 
blockchain’s flexibility and strength.

The links in the blockchain are the innovation 
that make a blockchain a publicly viewable but 
incorruptible permanent record. Any time a 
node wishes to add a new block to the 
blockchain, it proposes a new puzzle to the 
network. The ingredients of the puzzle are the 
solution to the last puzzle, the information in 
the new block, and perhaps some randomly 
chosen numbers, all run through a quick and 
easy mathematical blender to produce a 
uniform smoothie that is known formally as a 
hash. 
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Hashes are uniform in that each one looks 
more or less like every other hash- a standard-
sized serving of seemingly random ones and 
zeroes, that can be deciphered and read no 
more easily than a whole banana can be 
extracted from your daily breakfast blend. The 
area of mathematics that explores these sorts 
of hashes and puzzles is cryptography, which is 
why we have the “crypto-“ prefix for so many 
buzzwords. However, blockchains are not 
necessarily encrypted.

Each node in the blockchain network then goes 
about solving the new puzzle. When one does 
solve it, the victorious node publishes the 
solution to the network. Other nodes in the 
network verify the solution—a much easier 
process —and the most recent block is then 
considered locked into the chain. The network 
then waits for the next block of information 
that needs to be added to the blockchain.

In order to foster participation in globally public 
blockchains such as those undergirding bitcoin, 
the node that solved the puzzle is awarded a 
few reward points, not unlike tallying a score in 
a video game. The process of transaction 
participation and reward collection is 
commonly called mining. You may be more 
familiar with other names for the reward 
points, such as bitcoins, ethereum, dogecoins, 
and others, more generally known as 
cryptocurrencies. Much more on that topic in a 
bit!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash_function


The greatest strength of the blockchain 
concept is its resistance to corruption. 
Compromising a blockchain requires a level of 
brute force that overwhelms the total 
computational effort expended by the network 
from the point of corruption forward. 

To understand why it is so strong, recall that 
every node retains its own copy of the entire 
blockchain, including the block data as well as 
the previous puzzles and solutions. A 
blockchain is a fully replicated database, rather 
than being replicated partially in different 
nodes (a process in which each piece is known 
as a shard). It accomplishes its guarantee of 
authenticity by including the solution to the 
previous puzzle in the ingredients of the *next* 
puzzle.

Because a blockchain is a way of retaining 
information organized as sequential entries, it 
is sometimes called a distributed ledger. Of 
course, a literal ledger of financial transactions 
is not the only kind of information a blockchain 
can contain. It can also retain physical 
warehouse or electronic storage records, 
modifications to a cooperative document, and 
more.  

The puzzles are selected so that verifying a 
given solution is trivially easy even though 
generating a solution is very difficult. 
Furthermore, the hash function produces 
completely different and unpredictable output
if the input data is changed in the slightest. This 
means that mathematically verifying the latest 
solution guarantees the authenticity of the 
information in the latest block, including the 
hash to the block before that. This is in turn 
allows a node to verify the block before that, 
and so on, working its way back to the very first 
block if desired. 

In order to corrupt the chain and introduce a 
fraudulent block, a forger must produce a set 
of puzzles and solutions of the same length as 
the genuine blockchain, which can only be 
replicated by exerting an equal amount of 
computational effort as the entire network 
previously put in. And the larger the network of 
participating nodes, and the longer the 
blockchain grows, the stronger the guarantee 
of authenticity becomes.

What It Means
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https://www.coindesk.com/information/what-is-a-distributed-ledger/
http://www.agildata.com/database-sharding/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-mpifTiPV4


Features For Finance 

Besides blockchains’ intrinsic resistance to 
fraud, it is easy to see that a distributed ledger 
is extremely fault- and even disaster-tolerant, 
since it is replicated in every node of a network. 
These are two mission critical features for 
modern financial entities, but there are others
that may escape immediate notice.

• Fraud Resistance

• Disaster Tolerance

• Multiple Writers 
Any node on the network can initiate a write 
action, which will be propagated to all other 
nodes.

• No Trust Needed 
Entities with different or conflicting interests 
can both write to a blockchain. The tech 
itself provides the authentication for 
resolving conflicts.

• No Trusted Intermediary Needed 
The traditional solution for distrusting 
entities wanting to share transactions is by a 
trusted intermediary such as a house of 
escrow or a central master node that 
dictates to others. Blockchain is a purely peer 
to peer technology with no centralized 
authority.

• Transaction Dependence Resolution 
When multiple transactions depend on each 
other or interact, blockchain allows for them 
to exist in a single database and to be 
resolved authoritatively.

• Rule Setting for Valid Transactions
Invalid transactions, such as database entries 
that would create assets out of thin air, can 
be rejected and discarded by the rest of the 
nodes. In the process outlined above, nodes 
would simply decline to attempt the puzzle 
proposed by a node pushing an invalid 
transaction.

• Chosen Validators 
A blockchain network can be chosen so that 
only a given set of nodes can participate in 
transaction verification.

• External Backing  
Without a natural central authority, there is 
no particular reason for distrusting entities 
to honor blockchain database transactions. 
The real world enforcement mechanism is 
customizable to the application, if a 
blockchain has some tie to the real world, 
such as financial assets, beyond data for its 
own sake, such as a shared calendar.
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https://coincenter.org/entry/do-you-really-need-a-blockchain-for-that


Despite their monikers as “cryptocurrencies,” 
the reward units for blockchain verification tasks 
are missing some of the features we commonly 
associate with money. This can be both a 
drawback and a feature. The biggest difference 
between modern cryptocurrencies and 
traditional currencies is government backing. 
Metallic coins represent the intrinsic value of 
the effort and energy required to mine and 
smelt them. The US Dollar’s value, for instance, 
derives from its backing by the US Federal 
Government, which does all of the following:

• Disburses payments in USD
• Demands payment in USD
• Has a 200+ year history of honoring debts 

acknowledged by it, reckoned in USD, and 
making payments in a timely fashion

• Has the world’s strongest military as well as 
robust police forces as the final enforcers of 
debt obligations

And all national currencies have similar 
foundations for value to a greater or lesser 
degree. When USD and fractions thereof are 
embodied in physical, metallic currency whose 
natural mineral value is roughly on par with its 
“face value” reckoned in dollars, it is the most 
natural definition of value humanity has yet 
invented. Cryptocurrencies, on the other hand, 
have zero of these features to imbue them with 
intrinsic value. Those most deeply mistrustful of 
particular national governments (some with 
good reason) or the very concept of nation-
states, may regard these shortcomings as not a 
problem, or even a feature: a currency backed 
by no government at all cannot be mismanaged 
by a corrupt government. However, the real-
world implementation of cryptocurrencies has 
not borne out the libertarian ideal of a non-
national currency.

The Crypto Casino

Hyper-volatility 
By now even grandmas and barbers have heard 
of people getting rich quick off cryptocurrency 
mining. But the market is prone to crashes just 
as extreme as the meteoric rises. Just this 
February has seen both a crash and a recovery. 
Some commentators believe cryptocurrency 
“investment” is not even speculation but rather 
gambling.

Bubble Features 
It cannot be said often enough that 
cryptocurrencies have no intrinsic or backed 
value, unlike real estate, commodities markets, 
national currencies, and other commonly traded 
goods. But this is not the only feature that lends 
cryptocurrencies a tendency to bubbles. 
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https://history.hanover.edu/courses/excerpts/111hamilton.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/29/opinion/bitcoin-bubble-fraud.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-06/bitcoin-slumps-below-7-000-as-cryptos-hit-by-risk-asset-rout
https://www.ft.com/video/fcbf2de5-0352-493e-9891-ada7566c0109


Deflation Is Automatic In Bitcoin 
Intrinsic to the Bitcoin system from its 
inception is a hardwired limit to the total 
number of Bitcoins that will ever exist. The 
rewards for participation in Bitcoin blockchain 
transactions are encoded to fall off 
geometrically, resulting in a final supply of 21 
000 000 Bitcoins forever and ever in the entire 
Universe, minus those that get lost forever! If 
there is a hard limit to the total face value of 
the entire money supply, but the size of the 
human economy keeps increasing in size, there 
is no choice but for merciless and brutal 
deflation to occur. Economists regard deflation 
as a catastrophe for various reasons.

Total Extinction 
Without a tie to anything concrete, many 
cryptocurrencies will sooner or later drop to 
zero value as the market matures.

Cryptocurrency Value Correlation
The values of the many extant 
cryptocurrencies sometimes correlate highly. 
This can be indicative of an immature market 
driven by fads and herding behavior more than 
a rational, stable currency exchange driven by 
concrete market conditions.

Theft 
Cryptocurrencies, being solely electronic assets 
protected only as well as humans protect any 
of their online passwords, are subject to 
rampant theft, made worse by the anonymity-
by-design of crypto exchange. As much as 10% 
of all cryptocurrency is stolen, by some 
estimates.

Tether Currency May Be A Fraud 
Tether is one cryptocurrency that has sought to 
assuage worries about crypto volatility by 
pegging its value to the USD. Accordingly, the 
currency has a corporate backer, not unlike the 
US Federal government for the USD. Its backer 
claims that it retains one USD for every Tether 
in circulation, and, moreover, that it will prove 
this with “frequent professional audits.” 
However, the auditing process thus far has 
been anything but reassuring.

Brewing Another Financial and Debt Crisis 
If cryptocurrency investment/speculation 
becomes as rampant as promoters dream, a 
pragmatic view of human nature suggests the 
conditions will be ripe for widespread over-
leveraging like that which occurred in the 
housing bubble that collapsed in 2008.
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https://bitcoin.stackexchange.com/questions/161/how-many-bitcoins-will-there-eventually-be
https://www.economist.com/blogs/economist-explains/2015/01/economist-explains-4
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-02-07/get-ready-for-most-cryptocurrencies-to-hit-zero-goldman-says
https://www.coindesk.com/follow-leader-analyzing-bitcoin-cryptocurrency-price-correlations/
https://www.google.com/search?q=percentage+of+all+cryptocurrency+that+has+been+stolen&rlz=1C1CHFX_enUS477US477&oq=percentage+of+all+cryptocurrency+that+has+been+stolen&aqs=chrome..69i57.20527j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/cryptocurrency-ico-10-percent-hackers/
https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2018/02/tether-says-its-cryptocurrency-is-worth-2-billion-but-its-audit-failed/


Environmental Costs 
The amount of electricity needed to execute 
Bitcoin is staggering, possibly as much as 250 
kWh per transaction, or roughly nine days of 
the energy usage of a typical home, leading 
to an annual energy usage of 32 tWh, as 
much as Denmark. The demand for hardware 
capable of efficiently mining for 
cryptocurrency is taxing the electronics 
industry to the point of completely warping 
the market for graphics cards, possibly soon 
to spill over into the processor and computer 
memory markets as well. Thanks to favorable 
market conditions there, cryptocurrency 
mining now consumes more electricity than 
private energy usage in Iceland.

Liability Issues 
The anonymity and lack-of-trust features 
designed into most cryptocurrencies make 
them ideal for money laundering and other 
illegal activities, and participating in the 
blockchains (i.e., enabling transactions) for 
these currencies materially contributes to 
criminal activity. This is not a rounding error 
or trivial edge case, either. One study found 
that as much as 44% of Bitcoin transactions
are related to illegal activities. The Silk Road
was a pioneer in online drug distribution and 
was financed via Bitcoin. North Korea is 
suspected to be heavily involved in both 
cryptocurrency mining and outright theft. 
Furthermore, besides directly providing a 
financial service to unsavory individuals when 
mining, merely buying cryptocurrencies in the 
current market craze also helps enrich the 
same, who would hold large reserves of the 
currency in which they trade.
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https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2017/12/bitcoins-insane-energy-consumption-explained/
https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2018/01/cryptocurrency-boom-creates-insane-global-graphics-card-shortage/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/02/13/cryptocurrency-mining-in-iceland-is-using-so-much-energy-the-electricity-may-run-out/?utm_term=.bbe9359d7bcd
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jasonbloomberg/2017/12/28/using-bitcoin-or-other-cryptocurrency-to-commit-crimes-law-enforcement-is-onto-you/#21f72e213bdc
https://thenextweb.com/cryptocurrency/2018/02/07/study-44-of-bitcoin-transactions-are-for-illegal-activities/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silk_Road_(marketplace)
http://money.cnn.com/2017/12/12/technology/north-korea-bitcoin-hoard/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/north-korea-is-suspected-in-bitcoin-robbery-1513790899


The good news is that blockchain technology is 
not inseparable from the seedy side of 
cryptocurrency! Private networks can take 
advantage of the features of crypto by 
instituting their own blockchains without ever 
having anything to do with cryptocurrencies. But 
buyer beware: before setting out to create a 
blockchain in your own company, you should be 
mindful that legacy, pre-blockchain financial 
software is some of the most heavily debugged, 
tested, and optimized code in the world, and the 
gold standard tools should not be discarded 
lightly. Gideon Greenspan, writing for 
Coincenter.org, has a brilliant and detailed piece 
detailing the financial features discussed in the 
section above, and argues that blockchain tools 
only make sense if your use case requires all of 
them.

If you do decide that blockchain technology will 
help your organization, some of the most 
reputable software sources in the world are now 
offering blockchain tool packages, including free 
and open source. The Linux Foundation is the 
paragon of all things open source, and they have 
a rapidly maturing platform called Hyperledger. 
There are many ways to tailor the technology to 
your precise needs. 

Still, firms that adopt blockchain technology for 
their transaction records are in good company. A 
survey in 2017 found that 80% of large financial 
institutions already had blockchain technology 
or had plans to roll it out by 2020. Many federal 
agencies are also beginning to plan blockchain 
adoption. CB Insights has compiled this 
exhausting but probably not exhaustive list of 
industries that could be ripe for adoption as 
well. Is your company ready for the block chain 
future?

The Upside

New applications for blockchain are being 
developed constantly. Keep an eye on this space 
for further updates on financial industry 
technology!
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https://coincenter.org/entry/do-you-really-need-a-blockchain-for-that
https://www.hyperledger.org/
https://blockchain.works-hub.com/learn/Which-Major-Banks-Have-Adopted-or-Are-Adopting-the-Blockchain-
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2018/01/25/developments-and-adoption-of-blockchain-in-the-u-s-federal-government/#5441d4983d99
https://www.cbinsights.com/research/industries-disrupted-blockchain/


Obsessed with 
the Best Tech?

Get a free consultation with 
a member of our team. 
We’ll help identify the gaps 
in your systems and 
recommend solutions that 
will deliver results.

• Schedule an introductory call

• Schedule a product demo

• Learn more  about our lending 
solutions
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